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Executive Summary
The University estate, including the land, its buildings and
supporting
infrastructure, form an essential part of the student experience, providing a
place for our
population to live, learn and pursue leading edge
research.
The purpose of the Estate Strategy is to take a strategic overview of the estate needs
in order to support the strategic plan of the University, covering the period 2011 to
2015 and looking beyond that timescale in terms of major developments. It has been
prepared with the full involvement of the senior management team, leading
academics, lay members of Council and the Vice‐Chancellor. In addition, there has
been consultation with external stakeholders, including the local and regional
authorities.
In the last 10 years the University has invested £115 million in its campus and
infrastructure. Major development has included the redevelopment of Union Square
and the Students’ Union to transform the heart of the campus. The current fee
structure places great emphasis on quality and value for money, requiring the
provision of the highest quality in teaching and living facilities on the
Likewise, the on‐going innovation into new teaching structures and methodology
and our growth in the international population require the estate to deliver both
flexibility
sustainability.
As the largest UK University Campus with continued plans to further develop the
site, there are significant challenges facing the University in terms of the Higher
Funding Council for England’s (HEFCE) targets to deliver an 80%
reduction in Carbon Emissions, from the 1990 baseline, by 2050. The
University continues to be committed to energy management and carbon reduction
and has identified key features which position the University well to be a driver in the
sustainability agenda. The vision is for Keele to be a hub for sustainable technologies
– its special features being used to bring together the regional, national and
international communities.
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INTRODUCTION & HISTORY OF THE KEELE ESTATE
The Keele Campus is the University’s biggest single financial asset and it supports all areas of activity
within the University. This Estate Strategy provides a long‐term plan for efficiently and effectively
developing and managing the estate in support of the University’s Strategic Plan.
The Estate Strategy aims to cover:
a.

The link between the Estate Strategy and the Strategic Plan

b.

The University’s existing estate, its condition and performance

c.

The current and future requirements of the estate.

The Estate Strategy considers the external and internal changes affecting the University and
identifies areas where the estate can facilitate and support change. An important element is the
ability to respond quickly and flexibly to the changing demands of the University.
The purpose of this strategy is to take a strategic overview of the estate needs in order to support
the strategic plan of the University. The management and maintenance of assets and the forward
programme of development will all take their lead from the strategy to ensure an integrated
approach to estate development and the most efficient use of limited financial resources. It sets the
scene for the more detailed appraisal of options as the strategy progresses. It includes development
options under active consideration at the time of publication.
The Estate Strategy will be monitored on a regular basis as part of the University’s business planning
cycle, with an annual implementation review. This will, in part, ensure that any changes to the
Estate Strategy and plans are in line with the University’s long‐ and short‐term objectives.

Keele University was the first higher education institution established after the Second World War,
gaining degree‐giving powers in 1949 as the University College of North Staffordshire. University
status, as Keele University, followed in 1962. Its founders proposed radical educational principles and
the University was founded to promote interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary scholarship.
The University is not just home to a diverse mix of staff and students, but to 50 organisations that
comprise an integrated Science Park providing opportunities to live, work and study in one place. The
University is committed to promoting a campus environment that embraces and promotes
sustainability and aspires to become a sustainable community.
Keele is the UK’s largest integrated campus occupying a 617 acre estate, the central feature of which
is the 19th century, Grade 2 listed Keele Hall. A one hundred acre area of the estate features
extensive woods, lakes, parkland, an arboretum and architectural and horticultural features designed
to complement the grandeur of Keele Hall. The campus was developed with a ring road encircling the
major academic and administration buildings. The development of residential accommodation for
staff and students occurred outside the ring road. Keele Hall, the former family home of the Sneyds,
is now a multi‐functional building with dedicated space for commercial conferencing and catering
activities. In Keele village (adjacent to the campus) the University developed the Hawthorns site,
incorporating Halls of Residence and a commercial Management Training Centre.
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The University has also developed a range of retail, catering and leisure‐related facilities to support, in
2010/2011, a campus of 903 full‐time and 759 part‐time staff and a headcount of 9,840 students; 76%
of these were undergraduates and 24% postgraduates. In 2009/2010 approximately 12% of
undergraduate (UG) and postgraduate (PG) students were non‐domicile students#. Additional campus
facilities include a health centre and National Health Service dentist, an art gallery and ceramic
collection, and the University's arboretum which boasts one of the largest collections of flowering
cherry trees in the country.
Keele’s Science Park is one of the leading developments of its kind in the heart of the United Kingdom,
allowing companies to locate to an environment that provides an innovative research culture
combined with academic expertise and the University’s specialist resources. It currently serves
biotech, medical, IT and the service industries. The University’s growing links with large and small
businesses, especially in hi‐tech areas, has created a key regional centre of excellence that is both an
asset to the local economy and the region and allows relocating companies to access wider and
diverse resources of the Midlands and North‐West. The Science Park’s most recent commitment to
commercial enterprise is the Innovation Centre Developments that provide some 100,000 sq feet of
mixed use accommodation.
In view of the growth in demand for medical, healthcare and hi‐technology space, as well as the
Science Park’s commitment to the establishment of a med‐tech cluster in North Staffordshire, the
Science Park developed two new Innovation Centres to provide specially designed hi‐spec
accommodation for innovative medical and hi‐technology businesses.
Since the beginning of the millennium the University has invested £115 million in its campus and
infrastructure. The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM)
Excellent, state‐of‐the‐art Lennard Jones WetLab was completed in 2009 and in 2011 the University’s
commitment to sustainable development was underlined by the opening of the Sustainability Hub.
The Hub is based in the restored nineteenth century Home Farm buildings, near the main entrance of
the University. The Hub will provide a physical and academic environment to facilitate sustainability
agendas relevant to research, education, industry and the local/regional community. The aim is to
promote exchange of expertise and collaboration in research, whilst providing access to the Keele
campus. The renovation of the Home Farm site also creates the Nova Centre which will be ideal for
budding entrepreneurs, including graduates, who are running new business ventures and looking for
affordable office accommodation, strategic advice and support to help them achieve sustainable
growth.
In 2009 a further 73 acres was developed to create 36 developable acres for the expansion of the
University and its Science and Business Park. Options for the redevelopment of Hawthorns Hall of
Residence in Keele village, and opportunities for new‐build University accommodation at the heart of
the main campus are currently under review. ( # Data from Keele University Facts & Figures 2011)
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
The vision of the University is to “continue to be one of the UK’s leading campus‐based
University Communities”. The Estate Strategy has been developed to support the aims of
the 2011‐2015 University Strategy:


To be a broad‐based University of about 10,000 students, recognised internationally
for excellence in education and research



To provide the highest quality student experience to a diverse student body



To deliver international excellence and impact in focused areas of research



To contribute positively to the society, economy, culture and health of the
communities we serve through our research, education and enterprise



To develop an environmentally aware and sustainable outward‐facing campus
community



To manage and develop resources effectively to ensure the University's
sustainability and development.

The revised Strategic Plan for the period up to 2015 and the 2011‐2015 Operating Plan
were signed off by Council in July 2011. In addition to providing high quality student‐
focussed campus facilities, the estate should be developed to support changes in the
make‐up of the student body at Keele in consideration of the key strategic objectives to
increase international student recruitment to reach 15% of total student intake by 2015;
to increase postgraduate research student numbers by 21% in the period 2011/12 to
2014/15; to support the implementation of the University’s Widening Participation
Strategy; to develop new Post Graduate, Continuing Professional Development
professional
education
programmes.
For
the
full
document
see
http://www.keele.ac.uk/strategicplan/.
Key strategic, policy and operational plans and decisions relating to infrastructure and the
estate are managed through the University committee structure. The following diagram
illustrates University policies and procedures which impact on short, medium and long‐
term estates planning.
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The Student
Charter

•The management of the estate should aim to provide a level
of service to create “pleasant, accessible and suitable places
for learning, research and living”.

The Equality Act

•The University will meet all obligations arising from the
Equality Act 2010, and in managing the Estate full
consideration will be given to creating an environment
where all staff, students and visitors feel respected and
valued regardless of personal characteristics or distinctions.

Disability
Equality Action
Plan

•In managing the estate due consideration should be given to
the “accessibility of the campus estate and facilities” by
working to improve accessibility across the estate.

Diversity

•The University provides multi‐ faith places of worship. The
recent growth in the international student population
presents challenges to which the University is responding,
associated with the provision of residential and social space
and facilities for religious worship.

Gender Equality
Action Plan

•In managing the estate, due consideration should be given to
“Ensuring the University’s estate and facilities are safe and
flexible and provide for the needs of specific groups”.

Health & Safety

•The University of Keele, as an employer, is fully committed
to ensuring the provision and maintenance of a healthy and
safe working environment for all of its employees, students
and any other person who may be affected by its activities.
To this end the University commits itself to the
implementation of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
and all other relevant health and safety statutory provisions,
as a minimum acceptable standard.

Environmental
Awareness

•Estates and Development provide advice on good methods
of management and effective operating practice designed to
minimise damage to the environment and comply at all times
with the University’s Environmental Policy. All maintenance
and construction activities should comply with the
University’s Carbon Management Plan and Energy and
Environmental Policies.
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2010 – 2011 UPDATE

Environment &
Sustainability
Over the period of the last Estates Strategy, environmental
achievements have included improvements in recycling on
campus, refurbishments of the historic lakes and gardens
and the development of the Travel Plan in 2009. The
University has employed an Environmental Manager and the
Keele Hub and Environmental Research Group (KHERG) has
developed into the Environment & Sustainability Steering
Group (ESSG), a group which will inform future
developments on the University estate.

Waste and Recycling ‐ over the last 5 years the University
has seen quite significant changes in waste and recycling
and is demonstrating an overall average recycling rate of
38% (November 2011). Provision includes mixed recycling
bins at each of the Halls of Residence and in Support and
Academic buildings across campus.
Procurement (Construction) ‐ The Environmental Policy
notes that “New buildings will, where possible, meet or
exceed BREEAM Excellent standards, and building
refurbishments will be carried out to at least BREEAM Very
Good”.
Keele University Arboretum works with Estates &
Development to provide excellent stewardship of the
historic landscape, manage and maintain the flora and
fauna on campus and provide an educational resource (see
http://www.keele.ac.uk/arboretum/aboutthearboretum/).

Carbon
Management &
Energy

Space
Management
The 2005‐2010 Estate Strategy, Estates Master Plan
Framework & supporting operating plans provided a
framework for managing space utilisation. Annual
faculty plans and maintenance plans informed a
rolling
5‐year
Estates
and
Development
Implementation Plan which is monitored by the
Finance & Resources Strategy Sub‐Committee.

Keele’s commitment to energy management and
carbon reduction continues. In September 2011, the
University achieved the Carbon Trust Standard and
has signed up to a Higher Education Carbon
Management Plan (HECMP).

Key schemes have included: Rationalisation of
Pharmacy to create a coherent focus for this new and
growing School, co‐location of Earth Sciences &
Geography, co‐location of Physics & Chemistry and
the rationalisation of the space for Psychology.

The Higher Education Carbon Management Plan
(HECMP) was formally approved by the University
Executive Committee (UEC) on 18th September
2010. The Carbon Management Plan commits the
University to a target of reducing CO2 by 34% by
2020 in absolute terms from a baseline year of
1990. A copy of the plan is located at:
http://www.keele.ac.uk/estates/energyenvironm
ent/.
Keele signed up in 2009 to the Salix/HEFCE
Revolving Green Fund which is proving a vital
driver of energy efficiency in the Higher Education
sector.

The installation of central timetabling software
allows the measurement of teaching space
utilisation. The deployment of online staff/student
timetables and the further deployment of the
Scientia Enterprise Platform will improve the
accuracy of data and further encourage sharing of
space.
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The vision is for Keele to be a hub for sustainable technologies – its special
features being used to bring together the regional, national and international
communities.
Keele has identified key features which position the University well to be a driver in
the sustainability agenda. These include:‐



Access to reserves of Coal Bed Methane
Consistent and good wind to support wind energy
A mixed living and working population, making Keele a small “town”
A private energy network
A diverse energy load providing suitable year‐round base loads for many
technologies.

Raising awareness of environmental issues with students and staff is an important
part of reducing the institution’s environmental impact in the three main areas of
energy, waste and transport. An awareness campaign was launched in February
2010 to raise staff and student awareness and reduce our environmental impact.
Developments: Work to achieve an environmental management accreditation
(Estates and Development Directorate).

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Environment &
Sustainability

The Estates & Development Directorate has a crucial role to play in supporting
the environmental agenda in a number of key areas:

Supporting students undertaking environmental projects on the campus
estate.

Investigating alternative sustainable technologies and new ways of
working that reduce the environmental impact of the University.

Unlocking the potential of the estate to support sustainability initiatives.
The University aim is also to preserve and where possible enhance the wildlife
habitats through the development of the “Lakes and Valleys” as a bio‐diverse
recreational area.

Approved Action
To achieve accreditation within Estates and Development of an
environmental management system to ISO or equivalent standard

Timescale
2012/2013

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Amend Project Approval Forms to include for a mandatory section
which details the impact of a proposed project on sustainability,
specifically Life Cycle Analysis

2012

Incentive schemes for students to recycle and save energy in Halls
of Residence

2012‐2015
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Development: During 2012 the Students’ Union Ground Floor commercial
space will be remodelled to create improved catering and student‐facing
facilities. The basic brief for the remodeling of the Students’ Union primarily
seeks to make use of the vacant former Union Square Bar and to increase the
space allocated to key student functions. Together with the drive to create
improved accessibility and the feeling of an open, welcoming environment.

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Student Life
GIA (Total Building)

Condition Category

Building

4863

B*/C

Good

120

A

Excellent

160

A

Excellent

166

B

Good

Social
Space
–
Horwood

123

B

Good

Social
Space
–
Hawthorns

256

B/C

Good ‐
Fair

There is an aim to create social spaces in the centre of campus and develop
schemes which will enhance the student experience for off campus students,
for example provision of lockers in a central location.
By monitoring feedback from our students and technological and lifestyle
changes, the University aims to continue to improve the availability of access to
PC facilities for both UG’s and PG’s in the centre of campus (in addition to those
available in the Library) and consider facilities to support a “24 Hour Campus”.
In developing and maintaining the estate, due consideration will be given to
providing services and facilities that meet the needs of increasing numbers of:

Overseas/international students

Study abroad and exchange students

PG’s, Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and professional
education students

Approved Action

Timescale

The refurbishment of the Keele University Students’ Union building

2012

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

A one‐stop shop and/or enhanced satellite student receptions

2013‐2015

Development of additional student social spaces across campus

2012‐2015

Students’
Union
Social
Space
Oaks

‐

Social
Space
Barnes

‐

Social
Space
Lindsay

‐

Functional
Suitability Grade

Student facilities on site are located within:

Students’ Union – facilities includes bars, night clubs, retail, Post Office
and catering outlets. There is also access to counselling and
support/advisory facilities.
Student Social Spaces distributed across the residential estate which
consist of restricted access communal space (non‐alcohol consuming
areas) with T.V., vending and quiet spaces for campus and off‐campus
students.

Interactive Learning/Social Spaces located within the academic
campus, for example the Chancellor’s Building and Library, where
students can meet up with friends in a relaxing space between lectures
and seminars.
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Keele’s reaccreditation of the Carbon Trust Standard recognises the University’s
performance on carbon reduction. The Carbon Trust standard is an independent
scheme which enables organisations to demonstrate a commitment to and
achievement in a reduction of their carbon footprint. To achieve the standard, it
requires demonstration of carbon reduction over the previous three years.
Evidence must also be provided of good carbon management practices,
including management responsibility, raising of staff awareness and capital
investment.
The majority of the energy consumption is related to building use and
operation. Much investment has been made in improving building energy
efficiency. Future decision making on new developments and space usage will
have a significant impact on the carbon footprint of the University.
The Salix/HEFCE Revolving Green Fund is proving a vital driver of energy
efficiency in the Higher Education sector. Keele University signed up in 2009 and
the capital investment associated with these projects has financed replacement
of old, inefficient light fittings with new, energy efficient one;, projects Include:

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Energy & Carbon
Reduction

Boiler optimisation

Thermal pipework
insulation

Voltage management
& optimisation

(i)

Targeting of available resources
effectively is fundamental to achieving
the ambitious targets set in the HECMP.
In 2010, aerial thermal imaging was
undertaken across site. As a result, in
2011 the University commenced
targeting “hot spots”, for example by
replacing single‐glazed metal windows
with double‐glazed units.

Keele University’s Relative Carbon Emissions to date since 1990 are illustrated in
(i). Investment in alternative energy sources will be key in achieving the target set
within the HECMP. Illustration (ii) details the University’s performance against the
1990 HEFCE Baseline.

(ii)

Development: New buildings will, where possible, meet or exceed BREEAM
Excellent standards, and building refurbishments will be carried out to at least
BREEAM Very Good.
Consultation is underway between HEFCE and the HEI sector on the inclusion of
scope 3 carbon emissions for the 2012‐2013 EMS return. The University will work
towards implementing targeted measuring systems to provide the applicable
emissions data.
“Site‐wide” energy plans and technologies are to be evaluated, subject to options
appraisal and business plans including Coal Bed Methane, Geo‐Thermal and the
development of a wind turbine scheme which will recognise and respond to the
wider environmental implications of the project.
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Development (continued): “Localised” energy plans and technologies to be
evaluated, subject to options appraisal and business plans:
•
Wind energy – small scale ‐ to supply electricity to individual buildings
and feed into the supply network where feasible
•
Solar thermal – domestic hot water generation
•
Photovoltaic – to supply electricity to individual buildings and feed into
the supply network where feasible
•
Ground source heat pumps – using the thermal properties of the
ground to provide energy for heating purposes
•
Investigate more efficient machine room cooling
•
Combined heat and power (CHP) systems to generate on‐site heat and
electricity.

Approved Action
Implementation of University HE Carbon Management Plan and
work towards the 2020 carbon target by achieving an annual
reduction in carbon from scope 1 and 2 emissions

Timescale
2012 ‐ 2020

Develop mechanism for disseminating monthly half hourly electricity
data to building managers

2012

Develop planning application and business case for wind turbines on
campus

2012‐2013

Undertake Display Energy Certificates (DEC’s) for residential
accommodation not previously covered by certification process

2011‐2012

Take advantage of Feed‐in Tariffs (FIT’s) and Renewable Heat
Incentives (RHI’s) by undertaking feasibility studies on potential
technologies

2012

Aspirational Project

2012‐2015

Meet scope 3 new requirements from HEFCE

2012‐2015

Amend Project Approval Forms to include a mandatory section
which details the impact of a proposed project on carbon emissions

2012‐2013

Display Energy Certificates:



Energy & Carbon
Reduction

Timescale

Roll‐out real time energy awareness plasma screens across site

Generate on‐site 50% of the University’s energy needs by 2020

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015

2020
2013‐2015

Aim for new builds to achieve A or B ratings
Aim for refurbished buildings to achieve as a minimum a D
rating

As recommended by the Carbon Trust Standard, identify the carbon
footprint of IT services and set reduction targets (informed by
University IT)

2013‐2015

Achieve accreditation of ISO BS EN 50001

2012‐2013
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Keele University undertook a public dialogue exercise to inform the development
of a long term coherent approach to travel to, from and around its campus
(including the Hospital site). The University recognises that it will never be possible
to reconcile fully our commitment to environmental sustainability with the needs
of students, staff and visitors to travel to, from and around Keele. But we are
committed to producing the 'best fit' solutions wherever possible.
Development: We will work with partners to increase the use of public transport
but recognise that many people will need to travel to and from the campus by car,
and to park their car here for the duration of their visit. For those who do need to
travel by car we will work to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips, for example
through promoting car sharing.
A Bicycle Users Group (BUG) has been set‐up to encourage new and aspiring
cyclists and those who wish to start cycling to work, as well as offering a support
network for existing cyclists.
Approved Action

Timescale

Implement a cycle to work scheme

August 2012

Tiered and zoned parking charges

Sept 2012

Aspirational Projects
Offer a small‐scale bicycle hire scheme to staff and students

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Transport

Timescale
2012‐2015

Waste legislation and sector carbon reduction targets are driving the agenda to
reduce waste and find the environmentally best option for disposing of waste. The
University manages general waste from all central services, academic and teaching
buildings, Halls of Residence and Science Parks on campus. Significant investment
in waste infrastructure has increased the average recycling rate for general waste
to 38% by the end of November 2011.
Development: In addition to increasing the recycling infrastructure across site,
the principles of the waste hierarchy are being promoted across all activities and
services to eliminate, reduce, reuse and recycle waste with an aspiration to work
towards a 60% recycling rate and ultimately a long term aspiration of “Zero
recyclable waste produced by the University to Landfill”.

Approved Action

Timescale

To develop and improve the recycling rate from general waste
collections from academic buildings, teaching buildings and Halls of
Residence, including the introduction of glass recycling for staff and
students and developing food recycling

2012‐
2013

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Waste &
Recycling

Aspirational Projects
Work alongside staff and students to reduce waste at source (i.e.
consider “University Re‐use Scheme”)

Timescale
2012‐
2015
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There are 60 central pool teaching rooms with standardised audio visual (AV)
equipment provision. Working with stakeholders across the campus, management
of pool teaching space supports the delivery of the University Learning and
Teaching Strategic Plan by evaluating space use and needs to ensure that future
developments:
are linked to disciplinary teaching and learning styles
include the student voice in the review, delivery and design of teaching
and learning spaces
ensure that information that underpins decision‐making and continuous
improvement of our provision is of the highest standard, timely, as well as
being meaningful and useful to key stakeholders
benefit from standardised technologies which provide students and staff
with a high quality and consistent experience
recognise that the ever‐evolving pedagogical teaching delivery methods
require flexible space and efficient service support provision.
Development: The University will strive to provide the most appropriate and fit for
purpose suite of pool teaching spaces to respond to changes in student/
postgraduate numbers; changes in teaching/research; internationalisation;
widening participation; equality and diversity.

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015
Teaching &
Learning

Work to extend wireless coverage in pool teaching space and other areas to
facilitate collaborative learning and teaching activities.

Approved Action
Creation of Lecture Theatre/Pool room standards (including
ventilation, IT and wireless)

Aspirational Projects

Timescale
2012‐2013

Timescale

Develop projects to implement Lecture Theatre Standards

2012‐2013

Create additional poolroom space within Chancellor’s Building
when vacated by Keele Management School (KMS)

2012‐2013

Review medium to long‐term future use of gymnasium facility in
Sports Centre as a formal teaching space

2012

Digital technology within the pool rooms in the next 3 years,
analogue PCs phased by 2015

2012‐2015

Centralisation of space management for all teaching spaces

2012‐2015
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The efficient use of space is critical to reducing costs and improving
environmental performance as each square metre of space costs money to
operate and maintain, and requires energy to heat, cool and ventilate. HEFCE
Capital Investment Framework (CIF2) included new monitoring metrics that took
account of issues relating to both carbon emissions and space management.
Historically, as an institution, the monitoring and management of energy (and by
default carbon emissions) has seen significant development over the years. With
the development of the Space Strategy, it is proposed that, likewise, the strategic
importance of space as a performance measure will be better understood and will
inform future strategic planning and development.
Estates Master Plan – During 2009 the Estates Master Plan Framework was
developed, highlighting a zoned approach to development. This will inform the
development of an Estates Master Plan which will address future space needs
across the whole estate and draw on current accommodation and New
Development master plans.

OPPORTUNITIES
AND OPTIONS
2011 - 2015

Development: Following delivery of Faculty/ Directorate Business Plans, Estates
and Development will consult with Faculty/Directorate Deans/Directors to
prioritise and identify achievable objectives to be included within the space
strategy. The Space Strategy will provide greater insight into the needs of Keele
and will inform future planning by maximising the assets of the University estate
to support a diverse and innovative academic offer.

Space Utilisation

A steering group has been formed to review and establish the space needs in
relation to the mix of teaching and research activity at Keele. This group will
review the short, medium and long‐term plans of the University, the Faculties
and Directorates with a view to identifying opportunities to rationalise the
estate. This will involve marrying the practical and economic life expectancy of
buildings from the condition survey, their functional suitability and looking for
opportunities to develop new state of the art “landmark” accommodation whilst
enabling the removal of some of the less effective estate.

Approved Action
Update Space Management Model (SMG) Model
Development of Space Strategy

Timescale
2012/2013
2012

Update/development of an Estates Master Plan

2012/2013

Development of Functional Suitability collation process

2012/2013

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Implementation of Space Strategy – feasibility studies, options
appraisals and consultation on schemes which will rationalise
space

2013‐2015

Maximise opportunities to create further pool room space

2012/2013

Amend Project Approval Forms to include a mandatory section
which details the impact of a proposed project on space
utilisation

2012
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The Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences is the largest Faculty in
the University. The six Schools (Humanities; Keele Management
School; Law; Public Policy and Professional Practice; Politics,
International Relations and Philosophy; Sociology and Criminology)
have responsibility for the delivery and
development
of
Undergraduate and Masters Programmes. The two
Research
Institutes (for the Humanities and the Social Sciences) have
responsibility for generating and supporting research, knowledge
transfer activities, hosting visiting academics, organising research
seminars and conferences and for the training and supervision of
research students. The Language Learning Unit supports the whole
University by providing, at a range of levels and in a variety of modes,
tuition for undergraduate and postgraduate students in English (for
non‐native speakers) and modern languages. The Faculty office is situated in the Chancellor's Building, along with the
majority of the Faculty’s office and teaching space.

Academic year 2011‐12 will see the development of a Moot Court Room from existing space in the School of Law,
Chancellor’s Building; Science teacher education activity will relocate to the Science Learning Centre; remodelling of the
Darwin Building to create a single location for Keele Management School (KMS), releasing space within the Chancellor’s
Building to co‐locate research students closer to their supervisors.
Development: The opening of the KMS building in 2012 provides enhanced space and facilities for the growing PG and
UG teaching and research activity. In the future, facilities will need further enhancement to support curriculum
development across the Faculty with ambitions to grow the nature and extent of KMS’s activities, links to the local
community and outreach programmes, and new media/arts opportunities. To support these curriculum developments:

Chancellors’ Building ‐ Consider options to enhance access to, and visibility of, School Offices within the
Chancellor’s Building and the co‐location of staff in close proximity to one another and the School Offices where
this has not yet been achieved.

Consider the medium to long‐term future of both the Lindsay Music Theatre complex and the Media Building.

Future development plans to consider the creation of a Performance Arts Centre and appropriate facilities to
support the future development of the management/business school.

2012

Chancellors Building (part)

Aspirational Project

Timescale

Options appraisals on future needs of
Faculty, for example Performing Arts
Centre, enhanced KMS facilities.

2012‐
2015

Refurbishment of the Media Building
(Workshops) and Lindsay Music Theatre
(see above)

2012‐
2015

Faculty space within the Chancellor’s
Building – refurbishment of communal
spaces such as toilets and corridors and
creation of social spaces to include
“quiet” areas

2012‐
2015

Functional
Suitability
Grade

Building
Condition
Category

Remodelling of the Darwin Building to
create the Keele Management School

Timescale

GIA (Total
Building)

Approved Action

12191

B*/C

Good

Clock House (Music)

823

B

Good

Lindsay Music Theatre

1611

B*/C

Poor

Darwin Building (part)

2360

B

Fair

Moser Centre

1630

A

Excellent

Media Building (Part)

996

C*/D

Poor
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In 1999, an Undergraduate Medical School was established at Keele in
collaboration with Manchester University. The Faculty of Health has a
strong presence on the Keele campus, with the School of Pharmacy
and School of Health & Rehabilitation located in the centre of campus.
In 2003 the landmark David Weatherall Building was constructed at
the main entrance of the campus and accommodates the Medical
School and Primary Care Health Sciences. On the Keele Campus the
Faculty of Health has over 220 academic, teaching and research staff,
110 members of administrative and technical staff, 1162
undergraduates and 290 postgraduates. In addition, elements of
medical research and postgraduate medicine are located at an NHS
Trust site in Oswestry. Nursing and Midwifery and elements of
undergraduate and postgraduate clinical education and medical
research are located on NHS Trust sites in Stoke on Trent. In most cases the University leases buildings and facilities
which are maintained by the relevant Trust, requiring close liaison between the University and the Trust.

Development: Develop and delivery of enhanced facilities for Medicine, in particular an extension to the Anatomy Suite;
work with Faculty of Medicine to understand the challenges of multiple sites; review the benefits/limitations of a two
centre site (main campus/hospital site) including transport links.
In anticipation of possible efficiency changes instigated by the Government to decentralise medical training from the
South East to the regions, consider development options which place Keele in an ideal position to accommodate
increased regional medical training facilities.

2012

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Enhance the reception and entrance area
for the School of Health & Rehabilitation
(SHAR) in the Mackay Building

2013‐2015

Development and delivery of enhanced
facilities for Medicine

2012‐2015

Building
Functional
Suitability
Grade

Anatomy Suite Extension Project

Condition
Category

Timescale

GIA (Total
Building)

Approved Action

Mackay Institute

1093

B

Good

Hornbeam Building

1651

A

Excellent

UGMS

6880

A

Excellent

(See Faculty of Natural Sciences for
Mackay Building & Lennard Jones)
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The Faculty of Natural Sciences contains the Schools of Computing &
Mathematics, Life Sciences, Earth Sciences & Geography, Physical &
Geographical Sciences and Psychology. The Faculty covers subjects
including astrophysics, biology, biochemistry, chemistry, computing,
environment and sustainability, forensics, geography, geology,
mathematics, physics and psychology. In addition to undergraduate
courses and post graduate training, the faculty offer a diverse portfolio
of outreach events including crime scene investigation, fireworks and
earthquakes. The faculty also manages public access to the
Sustainability Hub, astronomical observatory and electron microscope
unit.

Development: Full delivery of the Sustainability Hub Complex with aspirations for the refurbishment of the William
Smith Building including fabric and glazing upgrades and to transform the campus to become a laboratory for
alternative energy technologies.

Building

Timescale

Scoping laboratory refurbishment and
renewal programme

2012/2013

Progress individual small scale backlog
maintenance schemes and investigate
options for external funding/HEFCE capital
funding for larger schemes to :

2012‐2015

 Upgrade the fabric of the William
Smith (orlit blockwork) Building.
 Replacement of metal framed single
glazing to double glazed units in
Lennard Jones, William Smith and
Huxley Buildings.

Functional
Suitability
Grade

Action

2012
Condition
Category

Full delivery of the Sustainability Hub
Complex

Timeline

GIA (Total
Building)

Approved Actions

Colin Reeves

1821

B

Good

Mackay Building

2306

B

Good

Science Learning
Centre

702

B

Good

Lennard
Lab

Jones

5286

B*/C

Fair

Wet
Lab
at
Lennard Jones

770

A

Excellent

Dorothy Hodgkin
Building

4130

B

Good

Sustainability
Hub

1527

A

Excellent

Huxley Building

4893

B*/C

Fair

William
Building

2676

B*/C

Fair

295

A

Good

Smith

Observatory

:
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In 2011 the Administration functions of the University were
restructured to support the delivery of the University Strategic Plan.
The Support areas are:
Finance & IT
Human Resources, Organisational Development & Student
Support (including Nursery)
Estates and Development
Planning and Academic Administration
Marketing and Communications
Commercial and Business Engagement
Library
Research and Enterprise.
Development: Demolition of existing Nursery facility and delivery of Nursery new build project in 2012.
Provision of both technical and project support, as required, to support the University Finance & IT team to deliver
comprehensive wireless network coverage across the University campus.
The relocation of staff from the attic floor level in Keele Hall has created an opportunity for significant roofing and
stonework repairs to be programmed.
The Horwood Boiler House complex has been highlighted as a possible location for an Energy Hub in the centre of
campus. To facilitate this scheme an alternative location for the central store will be required.
Enabling work in Dorothy Hodgkin and 59/60 The Covert will progress as a basis for facilitating more integrated working
practices in Learning and Professional Development (LPDC) and the main Human Resources (HR) directorate

Approved Actions

Timescale

Construction of replacement Nursery provision

2012

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Stonework & roofing refurbishment – Keele
Hall

2012‐2013

Health Centre Options appraisal
Review of facilities required to support a
multicultural campus population

2013
2013‐2015

Functional
Suitability
Grade

2012‐2015

Condition
Category

Comprehensive wireless network coverage
across University campus

GIA (Total
Building)

Building

Estates

678

B

Good

Tawney
Building

1459

B

Good

Keele Hall

5271

B*/C

Fair

Walter
Moberly

1453

B

Good

Library

7799

B

Good/Fair

Nursery

642

D

Poor

Health
Centre

624

C

Poor

41,42, 59, 60
The Covert

440

B

Good

Postroom &
Foundation
Bungalows

255

C

Fair/Poor
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The Sports Centre consists of two sports halls (marked out and
equipped to play the majority of sports on offer). In addition to these
halls we have a gymnasium capable of taking one badminton court;
this room also doubles up as a lecture theatre with seating for up to
240 students. The sports centre also houses a dance studio, 6
badminton courts, a spinning studio, a 39 station fitness suite, a free
weights room, 3 tactics/conference rooms, associated changing
facilities and a café. The outdoor facilities encompass 2 cricket squares,
a lacrosse pitch, 2 rugby pitches and approximately 9 football pitches.
In addition to grass facilities we also have 8 tennis courts which include
marking to convert them into 5 netball courts and full size sand‐based
artificial grass pitch.
Development: The University is currently undertaking a review of Sport (2012).
The sports centre currently has 4,447 student members and has recently secured funding from Sport England to increase
the participation of non‐members through the introduction of inter‐hall and intramural sport. As a result of this it is
anticipated that there will be a gradual rise in use of the sports facilities over the next three years.
The introduction of floodlighting to grass areas will ensure that students are able to play and train adequately during the
darker months. Improvements to pitch drainage will also support increased use of the pitches across all seasons. Security
and protection of the equipment and facilities would be improved greatly by upgrades to fencing and introduction of
CCTV.
The old outdoor changing rooms are in need of refurbishment, particularly as this is where visiting students from other
universities may gain their first impressions of Keele University.
Aspirations for Improved Sports Facilities ‐ There is good provision when looking at sports hall space and the amount of
grass pitches, favourably located (on campus and in close proximity to the sports centre); future provision will be
developed in conjunction with the Sports Strategy.

2012

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Building

Sports Centre

Security improvements i.e. CCTV and
fencing

2012‐2015

Increased sportsfield lighting, pitch drainage
and facilities for visiting universities

2012‐2015

Functional
Suitability
Grade

Convert the existing spinning room into a
strength and conditioning room. In addition
the current café area (Ritchies) will be
adapted to take spinning during term time
and revert to a catering facility during
conference time.

Condition
Category

Timescale

GIA (Total
Building)

Action

4886

B

Good
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Keele University Science and Business Park is one of the leading
developments of its kind in the heart of the United Kingdom. It
encourages companies to locate to an environment which provides an
innovative research culture, combined with academic expertise and
the University’s specialist resources. It currently serves biotech,
medical, environmental, IT and other service industries. The Science
Park’s most recent commitment to commercial enterprise are the
Innovation Centre developments. They provide some 100,000 square
feet of mixed use accommodation, with suites starting from 400
square feet, with a new 73 acre development site now available for
major expansion.
The existing science park building stock ranges in age and construction
from the Stephenson and Darwin Building (built in 1986 and 1991
respectively) up to the Innovation Centre Buildings 1 – 4, built over the
last 13 years.
The fully serviced development consists of 13 development plots, totaling 36.4 acres, set within a landscaped site of
some 73 acres. The site is intended to form a sustainable, integrated, high quality development within Keele University
and will be focused on a mixed use development, linking University activities with commercial and research
opportunities.
Development: Nova Centre ‐ Conversion of the former farmhouse at Home Farm into 1500 sq ft of flexible and
affordable office space, specifically targeted at companies that have been trading for 12 months or less. Companies can
join a two‐year growth programme, including advice on sales, marketing, HR, performance and strategy, and
opportunities to network.
In conjunction with Staffordshire County Council, the University is progressing Innovation Centre 5. IC5 is a three storey
building which will offer 27,000 sq ft of Grade A office and workshop space, which can be tailored to meet the tenants’
specific requirements. There will be parking for 96 cars and links to local bus, cycle and footpath routes.

Approved Action

Timescale

Delivery of Nova Centre

2011

Delivery of IC5

2012

Aspirational Projects
Development of IC’s 6 & 7

Timescale
2015

Plot Number

Sq.m

Acres

1 ‐ proposed site for hotel
development
2 – available
3 – available
4 – available
5 ‐ proposed site for
Innovation Centre 5
6 – available
7 – available

44,370

10.96

3,378
24,144
6,683
6,070

0.83
5.97
1.65
1.5

5,390
11,560

1.33
2.86

8 – available
9 – available
10 – available
11 – available

8,888
6,606
7,002
9,610

2.2
1.63
1.73
2.37

12 –currently occupied with
the Coal Bed Methane
project
13 – available

9,065

2.24

1,785

0.44
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The University’s campus accommodation is spread over 5 Halls of
Residence (Barnes, Horwood, Lindsay, Holly Cross & The Oaks and
Hawthorns). The accommodation was constructed in phases between
the 1960’s and 2003. There are 3,244 bedrooms which are a mixture of
en‐suite (770), rooms with wash basins and rooms without washbasins.
In the non‐en‐suite blocks, there are communal bathrooms which
contain toilets, washbasins, baths and showers. All blocks are self‐
catering and therefore have communal kitchens.
The University is signed up to the UUK Code of Practice for
Accommodation. To assess customer requirements and gain feedback,
the University participates annually in the National Student Housing
Survey and students are surveyed at the start/end of each academic
year.
A capital sum has been established, through the Keele Residential Fund (KRF), to support an initial refurbishment and
subsequent maintenance/renewals of the residential estate. This is now funded by the rent from the accommodation
which forms part of a securitisation bond. The refurbishment programme is scheduled until 2046. The first phase of the
refurbishment programme was completed in summer 2011.
Development: The University accommodation needs to respond to the shift in the makeup of the student population and
their changing expectations and requirements. The University strategic aims focus on increasing international and
postgraduate student numbers. This will require an assessment of the total number of campus bedrooms required and a
reassessment of the type and mix.
The Accommodation Strategy will look to deliver a range of accommodation to suit a broad range of needs and
expectations, will consider communal living rooms in all blocks and seeks to deliver 60% flats/houses, 20% hotel style en‐
suite blocks and 20% traditional communal blocks with the last group of blocks being eventually phased out and replaced
with a range of accommodation that appeals to a broad range of socio‐economic groups. The accommodation also
needs to take into account that many students now live on campus year‐round. The number of students with disabilities
and special needs continues to increase, as does the range of needs. The facilities need to be adaptable and spread
across all halls rather than concentrated in a few. Equally, with the increase in postgraduate students, it is likely that
more flexible accommodation will be required (for example to accommodate families).

Residential (KRF) Planned Refurbishment

2047

Action

Timescale

Provision of communal spaces in the Halls

2012‐
2015

Redevelopment of Hawthorns Hall and/or
construction of accommodation on site

2012‐
2015

Area (circa)
Condition
Category

Timescale
GIA (Total
Building)

Approved Action

Functional
Suitability
Grade

Work is underway to develop a scheme which will involve the redevelopment of the Hawthorns site and the provision of
new student accommodation on the main campus.

Barnes Hall

15000

B/C/D

Good ‐ Fair

Hawthorns Hall

16000

B/C/D

Fair ‐ Poor

Holly Cross

6500

B/C

Good

Horwood Hall

15000

B/C/D

Good ‐ Fair

Lindsay Hall

11000

B/C/D

Good ‐ Poor

Lindsay Court

5000

B/C

Good

The Oaks

5000

B/C

Good
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Keele University campus staff accommodation consists of a variety of
property types, built between the 1950’s and the 1990’s, all of which
are unfurnished, as detailed below.
•
•
•
•

Church Plantation 1 & 2 Bedroom Flats (34 flats)
Horwood 2 & 3 Bedroom Flats (18 flats)
Horwood 4 & 5 Bedroom Town Houses (12 no.)
Larchwood 3, 4 and 5 Bedroom semi‐detached and detached
houses (22 no.)
•
Church Plantation 3, 4 and 5 Bedroom detached houses (21 no.)
•
The Covert 3, 4 and 5 semi‐detached and detached houses (18
no.)
•
Plantation Park 2, 3, 4 and 5 cottage style, detached and semi‐detached houses (31 no.)
There is access across the campus to the private housing association estate of Springpool. In addition The Clock House,
Keele Lodge (both listed) and Drive Lodge form part of the Keele housing stock. Newcastle Lodge (listed), 82 The
University and Holly Lodge are separately managed by Student Accommodation.
Development: It is unlikely that Keele will seek to build further staff housing on Campus. We are already fairly unique in
the high level of provision of this type and the future level of demand for this accommodation may well lead us to
reconsider the utilisation of certain properties and/or types of properties.
Gas, electricity and water networks are all owned by Keele University and this is a potential long‐term concern in relation
to the maintenance cost of the infrastructure

Keele Management Centre operates all year round, offers 11 meeting
rooms, 39 en‐suite bedrooms, a bar, lounge, internet café and parking.
Hawthorns Restaurant is situated adjacent to the centre. Due to its
licence, the KMC cannot operate as a commercial ‘hotel’ venue (it
cannot take passing trade for overnight stay).
Development: The buildings vary in condition. The main
building to the centre is in relatively good condition though
elements such as the Villa and Mews are in need of
refurbishment. During 2012 the Management Centre will be
reviewed in terms of refurbishment and functionality.
Aspirations: In 2011 planning approval was granted for the
development of a 150 bed hotel and conference venue.

Aspirational Projects
Hotel Project

Timescale
2012‐2014
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In order to meet the differing eating habits of our students and staff in
terms of dietary requirements, lifestyle and schedule, catering facilities
on site include cafeteria style (Comus Restaurant); cafe (Ritchie’s in the
Sports Centre, Lindsay’s Cafe Bar and Le Cafe in the Chancellor’s
Building & Medical School); Grab and Go outlet (Vite & Eat); deli and
take‐away (ST5); Restaurants (Keele Hall ‐ our commercial venue
which caters for meetings, weddings, banquets and gala dinners as
well as hosting Christmas markets and product launches) and
Hawthorn’s Restaurant which provides catering for external events
and breakfasts for guests at the Keele Management Centre, as well as
Sunday lunch for students and Keele Villagers, plus breakfast for
students during the week. Our retail stores in Union Square,
Hawthorns and Lindsay provide students, staff and visitors with a
convenience store.
There are three student and one Postgraduate run bars operating on Campus:
The Pig & Rat at Barnes Halls of Residence
Horwood Bar at Horwood Halls of Residence
Templar Bar at Hawthorn Halls of Residence
KPA (Keele Postgraduate Association)
The Student‐run bars are operated as self‐funding enterprises, by the students of Keele University, for the benefit of the
University’s student population. All assets and monies accrued by the Student‐run bars are used for the benefit and
development of the bars. Any profit generated by the Student‐run bars is re‐invested in the bars. The premises are
provided rent free and the responsibilities for the maintenance of the buildings divided between the Student Bars and
Residential Operations.
Development: In terms of commercial business, the creation of a ground floor reception area for delegates and guests,
upgrading of the toilet accommodation and commercial facilities including meeting rooms on the Chamber Floor of
Keele Hall.
Aspirations: The future aspirations (excluding proposed New Builds being dealt with separately) will be around the
Student Experience and the increase in international students. For example the provision of a social learning space
which includes a small servery area would add to the student experience. This area would require access to PC’s so
that study and learning can take place in a more relaxed environment.

2011‐2012

Development of a Reception Area (Keele
Hall)

2012

EMS
Space
Type All
Institutions

%
Catering
Nett
Internal
Area NIA
as a % of
non‐
residenti
al NIA

5.3%

2.2%

Upper
Quartile

Refurbishment of Keele Hall rooms for sales

Median

Timescale

Keele

Approved Action

Lower
Quartile

The retail outlets are suitable for current demand. However future aspirations would be to extend the size of the
Campus Store so that a wider range of items can be stocked. To service increasing international student numbers
future catering development (i.e. ST5) will need to be coordinated with other facilities across site (for example at the
Students’ Union). The Student Bars all aspire to improve the standards and facilities on offer in the bars for the benefit
of the student experience.

3.6%

5.0%
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The university campus is undergoing significant development both in terms of
existing buildings and in development of the Science Park. The development of
the Science Park and Hotel extends the Campus in a new direction to the east
and the potential new residential blocks will result in significant travel demands
from staff and students. This will impact on the roads, footpaths and cycle
routes across the whole of the campus and require on‐going assessments of suitable routes for potential increased bus
usage.

PUBLIC REALM

Keele is a rural campus with green spaces and historic landscapes which aims to meet the increasing requirement for
improved access and wider community use. Collaboration between the Faculties and Estates and Development
Directorate has established the aspiration for the campus to become a living laboratory to support the teaching and
research agenda of the University which can be achieved by developing existing facilities and providing opportunities for
growing food on campus (for example the Student Sustainable House) and campus amenities within the grounds for
residents (staff, student and families).
Development: The aim of the Union Square Upgrade project is to make it a more attractive and accessible space for
students. The square is a popular meeting place for students, particularly in the spring and summer months. The key
elements of the overhaul include more seating, litter bins and cycle racks. Improvements to footpaths and disabled
access to shops and the Students' Union are also earmarked as part of the overhaul, as is better lighting and CCTV.
Working in conjunction with Marketing & Communication, a scheme to introduce a coherent signage strategy across
the campus is under development.
Working with Keele Cycle Group Keele is looking to provide improved facilities (including shelters) for staff, students
and visitors who wish to travel to, from and around the campus on a bike.
Arboretum – Keele is working with the Arboretum Group to achieve National status for the flowering tree collection.
Keele continues to develop opportunities for funding (i.e. from Alumni donations and EU Life +) to fund works around
the Keele Lakes and Valleys and to support access to public art across the campus estate.

Approved Action

Timescale

Union Square Upgrade Project

2012

Design, delivery and
implementation of the
Wayfinding Project

2012

Bus Shelters – when
upgrading or replacing bus
shelters, consider options to
progress disability access
improvements.

2012‐2015

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Developing the grounds into a
living laboratory

2012‐2015
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INFRASTRUCTURE

o
o
o
o

o

o

Utility Network ‐Within the curtilage of the campus, Keele University is
responsible for managing its own utility infrastructures, the age profile of which
is consistent with the building construction phases. In managing this
infrastructure, the University is also responsible for the delivery of utility services
to the majority of domestic dwellings on campus.

Electricity ‐ This consists of three principal electrical connections to the campus, supporting 12 substations and
17.5km of buried cables.
Gas ‐ A firm gas supply services the campus, connected to six primary metering points feeding a network of
10km of underground pipework.
Water ‐ Water Severn Trent Water provides two supplies to the university, which terminate at metering points
at the boundary of the site.
Foul Drainage On the main campus, 8km of drainage network is installed and connects to Severn‐Trent’s
network at the south‐east corner. Foul drainage from Hawthorns discharges into United Utilities’ foul
drainage network.
Surface Water Drainage On the main campus, an 8km network of underground pipes collects surface water
and discharges via a network into the lake network adjacent to Keele Hall. On the Hawthorns site, surface
water is discharged into United Utilities’ network.
Communications: The communications infrastructure includes the combination of data and voice
communication on campus (The University has an all‐pervasive Internet Protocol (IP) network that serves the
administrative, academic and halls of residence buildings. A section of the network also extends to the
University Hospital of North Staffordshire's site in Newcastle in support of the University's teaching and
research activities). Network traffic between buildings is carried on fibre‐optic cables. Each major building has
separate physically‐diverse links to the two main computer rooms on campus. There is about 28Km of fibre‐
optic cabling installed. The systems and external links are configured so that critical services can continue to
operate in a resilient manner. For areas where students congregate there is a wireless network that supports
PCs and most mobile devices.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
(Continued)

Development: Security/CCTV technology to monitor main entrances – to increase personal and property safety.
Extending the implementation of access control across site and to new buildings will be vital in supporting this aim.
Liaison with Staffordshire Police’s Architectural Liaison Officer to continue with a view to ensuring that the development
of the Science Park and the new student residences meet “Secured by Design” standards. Development of watchroom
and CCTV system ‐ New Security/Reception Lodge.
High Voltage (HV)/Low Voltage (LV) Infrastructure Upgrade – In 2012 a major project to upgrade both the electrical high
voltage and low voltage cables across campus will commence to protect business continuity by replacing aged and
obsolete electrical infrastructure.
All alarm systems should be on an IP addressable system (including lift voice controls and cold weather/flood protection
alarms)
Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) – Plans are to standardise and look to implement “pulsed outputs” which
can be remotely read. Develop a BEMS Strategy which will look to resolve issues such as the need to update BEMS at the
David Weatherall Building (UGMS) to ensure business continuity support for both software and hardware.
Gas Infrastructure: All steel pipework should be replaced before 2032 (future projects – as
programme).

per

replacement

Water: Two large cast iron mains remain between Moser Centre and the Village. These need replacing and are
subject to continuous monitoring of water leaks (to focus repairs).

District Heating: Condition survey complete and enabling removal of asbestos has been undertaken. Longer term issues
involve remaining asbestos in ducts and suitability of infrastructure to deliver district heating plans linked to New
Development Site.
Aspirations: A comprehensive wireless network coverage across campus.

Approved Action

Timescale

Upgrade to the Fire (ADAC) alarm
warning system

2011/2012

Development of a BEMS Strategy

2012

Deliver HV/LV project (Phase 1)

2012

Aspirational Projects

Timescale

Review of existing door access
systems (across both the residential
and non‐residential campus)

2012

Deliver HV/LV project (Phase 2)

2013‐2014

Security and CCTV Strategy

2012‐2015
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Estates and Development is responsible for providing a comprehensive
range of services associated with the planning, organisation and execution
of essential maintenance works on the University’s buildings, grounds and
engineering services. The maintenance and upkeep of the estate includes
all buildings structures and fabric engineering services, plant and
equipment together with all external areas of roads, footpaths, car parks,
soft landscaping, woodland, sports grounds, lakes and boundaries.

Estates and Development operate a Help
Desk during normal working hours to record and action
maintenance defects. Outside normal working hours emergency
calls are directed to the Security Control Room. Work is planned
and executed within predetermined response times or service
level arrangements where appropriate. On average each year
across the total estate the Operations and Grounds team
undertake 13000 day to day maintenance requests (i.e. emergency
breakdowns and reactive non‐urgent work) with a further 13000
planned activities (i.e. statutory and planned preventative
maintenance).

STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
(MAINTENANCE)

Estates
and
Development is responsible for
the procurement and efficient use
of utilities (electricity, water, gas
and sewage treatment services)
and for the conservation of the
environment
and
the
development and implementation
of a programme of continuing
upkeep and improvement.

Reactive Maintenance ‐ Estates operate a prioritisation system for maintenance jobs (see
http://www.keele.ac.uk/estateshelpdesk/respondingtoyourrequest/).
CATEGORY

PRIORITY

BRIEF DEFINITION

RESPONSE

Emergency

1

Failure likely to cause widespread disruption, injury to persons or
serious damage

within 2 hours

Urgent

2

Failure which will cause considerable disruption and
inconvenience

within 24 hours

Routine

3

Normal repairs unlikely to cause a high degree of inconvenience
or risk

within 14 days

Cyclical

4

As 3 above, but can be deferred to enable work to be batched
and planned

within 6 weeks

It is expected that a minimum of 95% of the Priority 1 & 2 jobs are commenced within the allotted response time.
Priority 3 & 4 jobs should aim to achieve an 85% success rate in achieving commencement within the set response
time. Performance against these priorities is monitored and reported through the Estates webpage.
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Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) ‐ Estates
run a bespoke planned preventative maintenance system which
records systems and infrastructure which require periodic
inspection, testing and servicing. This work is prioritised to ensure
that it is carried out in a timely manner. Frequency will be set so as
to maximise service intervals, as per manufacturers’
recommended services intervals, technical specifications or legal
requirement and is split into Statutory, Preventative and
Programmed. Similarly to reactive maintenance, monthly
performance reports are produced to monitor performance.

Long‐Term Planned Maintenance – Estates
and Development, using the 2010 Condition Survey and
maintenance records, manages a 5 year maintenance plan which
includes:
-

planned replacement schedules
planned preventative schedules
legislative and statutory checks and maintenance
schedules

The plan details the priority issues and long‐term maintenance
requirements. When compiling the Maintenance Plan, priorities
are determined by balancing statutory health and safety
responsibilities, conditions assessments, expected life of building
and engineering elements and the Estates Master Plan, at the
same time ensuring projects support the University’s objectives
detailed within published strategic plans.

Standards of service provision and workmanship
should be consistent with the University’s requirements,
regulations, policies, aims and objectives; comply with all relevant
British Standards, Codes of Practice, or other regulations or
Statutory Requirements; adhere to Service Level Agreements; be
benchmarked, monitored and informed by the latest managerial
and technical developments, trends, innovations, best practice and
improvements in the industry.

STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
(MAINTENANCE ‐ Cntd)

New Build &
Maintenance Services ‐
The
University recognises the need for,
and cost benefits of, taking full
account of projected maintenance
cycles and costs through the
feasibility, design and construction
stages of a new build facility; the
provision of a detailed design brief to
ensure that a building is fit for
purpose and cost effective in terms
of future maintenance; undertaking
post‐completion
feedback
to
future
optimise
design
for
improvement.; designs should have
regard for future overall costs of
access and maintenance.

At the handover of a new
development,
the
following
documentation is made available by
Projects to Operations and Grounds:
 Operations and maintenance
manuals (O&M’s).
 Health and Safety File for the
respective building.
 Full snagging completed and
signed off in a timely manner.
 Building Log Book (Part L 2006
requirement) providing summary
information about a new or
refurbished building, its building
services and their maintenance
requirements.

Estates and Developments Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) ‐
KPI’s are set within the Strategic Operating Plan for the University.
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Development: Estates and Development will work towards sustainable
development by encouraging financial sustainability, and supporting
environmental sustainability through emphasis on the efficient use of
space, reducing environmental impact of activities and promoting
biodiversity. In addition development areas include:

Customer Care – By means of effective
consultation, planning and organisation, efforts are made
to avoid or at least limit inconvenience or disruption when
undertaking repairs. Estates and Development will
continue to develop communication methods on
maintenance activities, both responsive and planned
activities and continue to integrate feedback into decision
making processes.

Health & Safety – Introduction of
technologies and procedures to improve management
and control of contractors and visitors on site.

Efficiency & Effectiveness –
Introduction of technologies, protocols and procedures to
improve the effectiveness of maintenance services
(reduce down time, provision of “here and now” feedback
on actions, improve response times and increased levels
of data which will feed in to fault analysis and planning
processes).
Implement changes to the Project Approval Form which
will embed life cycle costing, running costs, space
utilisation and carbon reduction into corporate decision
making, informing investment planning.
It is an important part of improving efficiency that
refurbishments and new builds properly consider lifecycle
costs. At 12 months from handover of new
build/refurbishment projects, building performance to be
checked and ratified against design predicted
performance.

STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
(MAINTENANCE ‐ Cntd)

Audits ‐ In 2010, an AMIS
benchmarking audit reported that
Estates had an extremely committed and
enthusiastic team, with the findings
pointing toward a score much higher
than normally found on a first time
review. The review highlighted that
Estates are very strong in many areas and
achieved a ‘World Class’ rating for
general maintenance service and were
Innovators in Training & Safety.
Performance Monitoring and Continuing
Improvement – Estates will continue to
monitor
and
analyse
responsive
maintenance activities, performance of
existing stock, plant and individual
components and early identification of
premature failures by the review of the
priority
response
and
planned
maintenance reports.

Aspirations:
Reactive
maintenance is the most expensive
activity in maintenance due to non‐
productive time, increased travelling, and
interruption to the normal activities of
the University. It would be impossible to
totally eliminate reactive maintenance. It
can nevertheless be minimised by
achieving improvements in effective
maintenance programmes.
Develop a framework for sustainable
construction,
implement
Building
Modelling and seasonal commissioning
of building plant to optimise energy
performance.
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Resource Capabilities & Capacity ‐ Estates and Development proactively
reviews working procedures and benchmarks cost and efficiency of service.
To maximise customer service and efficiency, a structure of internal
resource and external contracting has been adopted. This ensures
effective customer service, improved cost control and the ability to
respond flexibly to changing needs and demands.

STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
(RESOURCES)

Staffing – A fundamental objective of the Estates management team is to ensure Estates and
Development has a motivated and well trained workforce, that hold up‐to‐date skills to carry out their work in an
effective and efficient manner, taking into account health and safety and customer care requirements.
To ensure continuity of service and the transfer of geographical and technical knowledge, Estates and
Development aim to build on the success of their trade apprenticeship schemes.

Budgetary Requirements ‐ As the University sector moves into a new financial regime we will need
to ensure that we continue to invest in the capital infrastructure of the University so that it can remain attractive
to potential students at a time when they are expected to shoulder a larger proportion of the costs of their higher
education. Getting the right balance between reactive, preventative and long term maintenance is critical. In
general terms, Estates and Development is aiming to maximise expenditure on planned and preventative repairs
and minimise expenditure on reactive repairs.

.

 Reactive Maintenance ‐ Should be fully funded on the basis that the University has a responsibility to protect
its infrastructure and has a duty of care to its employees, students and visitors.
 Planned Preventative Maintenance ‐ Should be fully funded on the basis that the University has a
responsibility to protect its infrastructure. However, an open planning process enables funding patterns and
priorities to be agreed. A proportion of this budget is set aside for statutory inspections.
 Long‐Term Maintenance ‐ Funding sources for these works are variable and not all have funding approved or
can be accommodated within the general Estates and Development annual budget. There is therefore a
process through the committee structure to review and prioritise investment.
Value for Money ‐ Estates and Development adhere to the University Financial Regulations, Value for Money
Strategy and best practice for the procurement of goods and services.
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STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
(RESOURCES ‐ Cntd)

Investment Levels ‐ In October 2011, a revised set of metrics was introduced by HEFCE for
evaluating submissions under the Capital Investment Framework (CIF) 2 return. Benchmarking investment levels
(the HEFCE metrics are detailed in the following table for 2009/2010), Keele tends towards the lower to median
quartiles.
Sector Value
Investment Levels (2009/2010)

Expenditure on major and minor works (capital) and repairs
and maintenance (recurrent) as a percentage of insurance
replacement value.
Average capital and revenue expenditure on infrastructure
over the last three years as a percentage of insured asset value.
Average capital and revenue expenditure over the last three
years as a percentage of total income.

Keele

25%
Quartile

Median

75%
Quartile

3.1%

3.1%

4.7%

7.2%

4.8%

3.8%

5.1%

7.3%

10.8%

7.3%

10.4%

14.7%

Future Funding Profiles:
5 Year Capital Expenditure Profile ‐ The University has a number of potential capital projects that it wishes to
progress. These are detailed within the 5 Year Capital Expenditure Profile.
5 Year Maintenance Profile ‐ Non Residential ‐ In recent years, the University has maximised the effectiveness of
its HEFCE Capital Allocation funding by coordinating space management improvements, carbon reduction
requirements and investment targeted at addressing backlog maintenance issues. The 2011‐2015 Estates Strategy
looks to follow a similar methodology whilst ensuring investment delivers against the strategic aims of the
University (as detailed within the Keele University 2011‐2015 Strategic Plan). Prioritisation of the backlog
maintenance works has allowed for a five year investment plan to be formulated to address funding needs and
ensure “sustainable” funding is available. This five year investment plan is integrated into the University’s
financial planning process.
Residential (KRF Funded) ‐ In 2000 Keele entered into a rental securitisation agreement which released a capital
sum which assisted in reducing the University debt and providing a reserve to undertake essentially needed
refurbishment of the Halls of Residence. A full lifecycle maintenance/refurbishment plan has been developed
through to 2045/46 along with a supporting investment plan.
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Annex A – Data & Benchmarking
Review of the Current Estate ‐ the following details key data illustrated through the systematic review of the current
Estates provision. The data collection, benchmarking and review process was used to inform the requirements reported
in the Estates Strategy. The details that follow are based on data for 2009‐2010 (in part reported through the EMS
return) but also collected through the 2010 Conditions Survey.
Areas ‐ Keele is the UK’s largest integrated campus university and occupies an estate in excess of 600 acres (244 ha).
Description – Site Areas

Area
(ha)

Non‐Residential Areas (Non‐Heritage)

170

Non‐Residential Areas (Heritage Site)

23

Lake Areas (Heritage Site)

1

Playing/Sports Fields

19

Residential Areas (Non‐Heritage)

29

Residential Areas (Heritage Site)

2

Total

244

Space
The diverse built development on the campus includes
residential and non‐residential buildings; teaching and
research facilities; support and administrative
buildings; commercial space (including science parks, a
conference hotel, retail premises and a sports centre).
As well as accommodation on campus, the Faculty of
Health utilises circa 6300m2 Net Internal Area (N.I.A) of
custom built space at the nearby teaching hospital (the
University Hospital of North Staffordshire (UHNS)) and
at our associate teaching hospitals in Shrewsbury and
Oswestry. UHNS itself is undergoing major
redevelopment with the £400 million new hospital
opening in 2012.

Number
of
Building

Gross
Internal
Area

Net
Internal
Area

(M2)

(M2)

Non‐Residential

61

96300

71500

Residential (Student)
Bed Spaces – 3198

153

73400

55600

Residential (Staff)*

121

19900

6

15900

341

205500

Science Parks
Totals

*excludes Springpool Housing Development
Age – The age of buildings on campus range from the mid‐19th century up to present day. Approximately 6,500m2 of the
campus built estate is listed (including Keele Hall, Clock House and the Chapel), as are a number of architectural features
within the historic gardens (e.g. the White Well).
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Ownership – the University owns the freehold to 100% of the residential estate (student accommodation) and 93% of
the non‐residential estate. Of the remaining non‐residential estate, 5% is long‐term leasehold and 2% licensed.
Value – through the 2009‐2010 EMS return, the Insurance Replacement Value (IRV) which is the current cost of re‐
building the property to a standard similar to that of the existing was reported as follows:
Space

IRV for period 2009/2010

Non‐Residential

£221,362,614

Residential (Student flats and houses)

£119,087,940

For the purposes of the Estates Strategy, the value of privately owned and leased properties is excluded from the above.
Condition ‐ The following conditional assessments are based on the RICS building maintenance indicators detailed below.




Condition A ‐ As‐new condition
Condition B ‐ Sound, operationally safe and exhibiting only minor deterioration
Condition C ‐ Operational, but major repair or replacement needed in the short‐ to medium‐term
(typically within 3 years)
Condition D ‐ Inoperable, or serious risk of major failure or breakdown.



Condition – Non‐Residential Estate: The % of total gross internal area which falls under the condition assessment
headings for 2009/2010 is detailed below, along with a trend analysis illustrating Keele’s performance in increasing
Condition A and B space, benchmarked against the sector.
2009-2010 Non-Residential Condition by
Category

All Institutions Trend for Space in
Good Condition (A & B)

70.0%

100%

60.0%

80%

50.0%

60%

40.0%

40%

30.0%

20%

20.0%

0%
05/06

10.0%
0.0%
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
condition A condition B condition C condition D

06/07

07/08

08/09

Keele

Lower Qrt

Median

Upper Qrt

09/10

Space currently attributed to Condition D can be further refined into the following categories:
Condition D
Due for demolition
Due for replacement

% of GIA

Notes

0%
0.7%

Nursery

Due for sale or disposal

0%

Due for refurbishment

1.4%

Proposed Lindsay Studio Complex & Visual Arts Workshop
refurbishments

Under refurbishment

1.6%

Home Farm Complex refurbishment underway
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Condition – Residential Estate: A conditions survey was undertaken during 2010/2011, resulting in structured block‐by‐
block analysis, which provides an overview of the categories of work to be undertaken, their estimated cost and life cycle
expectancy, and forms the basis of an on‐going maintenance programme. The % of total gross internal area which falls
under the condition assessment headings for 2009/2010 is:

2009‐2010 Residential (Halls)
Condition by Category
60.0%

The % of space in Condition C for the Halls is higher
than the figure for the non‐residential estate. In the
main this space relates to blocks for which the
medium and long term future is yet to be
determined and the Accommodation Strategy
considers the options for these buildings.

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
condition condition condition condition
A
B
C
D

Condition – Staff Flats and Houses: As and when rented or owned staff properties return to the University, an audit of
the condition is undertaken and necessary refurbishment works carried out prior to the letting or sale of the property.
This process has, year on year, improved greatly the condition of the staff properties.
Non‐Residential Functional Suitability ‐ measures the capability of space to support its existing function and has been
collated and evaluated against the following criteria:
Energy Performance

Collated from data contained within building terriers and/or Display Energy Certificates

Environmental / Sustainability

Determined by user involvement; application of sustainable technologies, etc

Considerations
Location

and

External

The quality of external surroundings and settings and the suitability of location

Environment
User Perception – “Does the

The cosmetic and aesthetic quality of the allocated space; the proximity of activities that need to use the space

space work for you?”

and other spaces; suitable/acceptable ratio of space types (i.e. teaching, support, balance, laboratories, offices,
etc)

Space utilisation

The levels of “vacant” space (simplistic analysis) collated from space usage returns

Servicing and FM

Resources required to provide the service standards to meet the needs of the activities within the space
collated from TRAC (Transparent Costing) returns and Building Terriers

Condition (including legislative

Based on condition surveys and legislative compliance audits

compliance)

A weighted score was then determined for each factor which, when collated, identified a functional suitability grade (1 –
4).
Grade 1 Excellent ‐ the building currently supports current functions
Grade 2 Good
‐ the building provides a good environment for the current functions in all or most respects
Grade 3 Fair ‐ the building provides a reasonable environment for current functions in many respects but has a
number of shortfalls
Grade 4 Poor ‐ the building fails to support current functions and/or is unsuitable for current use.
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2009‐2010 Non‐Residential
Functional Suitability

The assessment was based on current use and function
and not anticipated future “requirements”. The
functional suitability matrix determined a grade for
each building. Although the University has only
recently started collating Functional Suitability grades,
benchmarked against the sector, our performance is on
the sector median.

70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
% GIA
suitability suitability suitability suitability
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

Operating & Running Costs for individual buildings are calculated based on data collected through Q5 (the Estates day‐
to‐day computerised FM software) and the utility metering and data collection software (to inform EMS and Full
Economic Costing (FEC) returns). Benchmarking against the sector, for 2009/2010, both Keele’s Operating and
Maintenance costs per m2 of Net Internal Area are below or around the sector’s Lower Quartile figure.

Non‐residential EMS 2009/2010 All Institutions
Operating Costs per m2 NIA

Keele
64.01

Lower Quartile
69.57

Median
83.08

Upper Quartile
103.27

Maintenance Costs per m2 NIA

29.82

24.48

37.6

55.37

Residential EMS 2009/2010 All Institutions
Operating Costs per m2 NIA

Keele
55.01

Lower Quartile
56.06

Median
69.36

Upper Quartile
95.32

Maintenance Costs per m2 NIA

16.33

16.57

25.5

37.9

Institutional Sustainability:
Ratio of Maintenance Costs & Capital
Expenditure to IRV (Non‐residential)
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
05/06

06/07

07/08

08/09

09/10

Keele

Lower Qrt

Median

Upper Qrt

A Capital
Investment
Framework
Institutional
Sustainability metric relates to average capital and revenue
expenditure over the last three years as a % of total income;
figures for 2009/2010 would suggest that, at 10.8%, Keele’s
%age was on the median for both sector and TRAC Group
values. The ratio between total maintenance costs (planned
and reactive) plus capital expenditure to IRV is an important
measure of financial sustainability. JM Consulting reported
for HEFCE that an advised expenditure should be close to
an indicative 4.5% (“or there should be a strong justification
if not”).

Between 1999 and 2009 Total Property Cost (TPC) per student and staff Full Time Equivalent (FTE) increased across the
sector by 31.4% whilst the Retail Price Index (RPI) increased by 31.2% over the same period. (Keele’s results follow this
trend). Over the last 5 years Keele’s TPC £/m2 has tended to be lower than the lower quartile and in fact in 2009‐2010
was diverging away from the upward trend. The three most significant elements (by £/m2) in TPC are Rateable Value,
Energy Costs and Maintenance Costs. In 2009‐2010 both rateable value and energy were considerably below the lower
quartile, with maintenance costs just above.
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Total Property Cost per Student FTE (Non‐
residential)

Total Property Costs per m2 of NIA (Non‐
residential)
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Non‐Residential Backlog Affordability Score
Backlog affordability (an expression of the
number of times an institution’s repair
backlog is covered by its total income)
demonstrates an institution’s ability to
meet its repair backlog requirements.
Although Keele again tends towards the
lower quartile, as with the rest of the
sector, the University has made
improvements against this measure since
2000.
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The ratio of IRV to total income measures the
performance of an organisation in terms of the
level of return (income) generated relative to
the size of its property asset base. A low value
reflects good performance in terms of the level
of income generated and a high level as
reflecting relatively poor performance. Keele’s
performance tends towards
the
upper
quartile.

Cost to Upgrade Condition C & D as % of IRV
(Non‐residential)
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Insurance Replacement Value to HEI
Income (Total Estate)
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Conditional improvements in the estate over the
last 5 years have positively impacted on the final
Institutional Sustainability metric Cost to Upgrade
Condition C & D as percentage of IRV for the non‐
residential estate. Capital investment in the
refurbishment of Hornbeam, Dorothy Hodgkin and
the Observatory ensured that Keele improved its
performance from above the upper quartile
towards the sector median in 2009‐2010.
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Maintenance expenditure per m2 ‐ “Industry Norms” ‐ the UK Higher Education Space Management Group (SMG) Space
Management Project uses the Building Maintenance Information (BMI) benchmark for investment in building
maintenance. This recommends a rate of 2.5% of the insurance replacement value (IRVs) reported through the Estates
Management Statistics (EMS) collection process. The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) recommends a
range of 1.5% – 2.0% of the estate replacement value to fund planned maintenance. Supported by reinvesting energy
savings into infrastructure projects, over the last 5 years Keele’s investment in building maintenance has mirrored the
sector median for Ratio of Maintenance Costs to IRV (non‐residential) of between 1.0% and 1.1%, with maintenance
expenditure in 2009‐2010 per m2 GIA (just below the sector median).

Maintenance Costs per m2 of GIA
(Non‐residential)
£60
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Median

Upper Qrt

Improvements in space utilisation across the sector have been noted over the last 10 years by HEFCE. This could be in
part due to a growth in student numbers but also better use of space across Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s), a trend
which shows the sector median Total Non‐Residential NIA per Student FTE reducing. Over the last 5 years, changes in
curriculum at Keele to develop teaching and learning activities which support the development of a skilled and better–
qualified graduate have impacted on the overall floor area used for teaching (for example the construction of the Wetlab
facility). As a result the trend for Keele has been upwards.
Non‐Residential NIA per Student
15
10
5
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05/06 06/07 07/08

08/09

09/10

Keele

Lower Qrt

Median
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Concern has been raised through the EMS Annual Report 2010 on the sector’s lack of progress in terms of space
efficiency in relation to office space, specifically academic office space. The sector median office space per academic staff
member in 1998‐1999 was 13.0m2; in 2009‐2010 it was 13.8m2. HEFCE consider that there is still considerable scope for
space rationalisation and HEI’s are asked to embrace a more open plan model, though HEFCE note that there may be
structural constraints to overcome and cultural change to embed before the UK higher education sector can come close
to achieving UK office space norms. Office space utilisation at Keele against the benchmarking data is variable (see
below).
EMS Utilisation (for All Institutions) 2009/2010

Keele

Academic space per student FTE
Core teaching space per taught student FTE
Academic office NIA per academic staff FTE
Support office NIA per support office staff FTE

4.8
2.4
16.7
9.5

Lower
Quartile
3.03
1.9
10.38
9.5

Median

Upper Quartile

4.15
2.3
13.8
12.7

6.4
3.1
17.3
17.3
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